Birthday Memories
Cupcake / Candle Box
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Supplies:
 Stamp Sets –Birthday Delivery (143660)
 Card Stock – Blushing Bride (131198) , Real Red (102482)
 Stamp Pads –Real Red (126949), Basic Black (140931)
 Misc. – Birthday Memories DSP (144118), Mini Pizza Box (144645),Birthday Friends
Framelits (143658), Layering Circles Framelits (141705), Stampin Dimensionals
(104430), Fast Fuse Adhesive (129026), Tear & Tape (138995), Bone Folder (102300),
Simply Scored Scoring Tool (122334), Stampin’ Trimmer (126889), Big Shot (143263),
Multi-purpose liquid glue(110755), 3 x 3 envelopes (145829), Candle (non-Stampin’
Up), cellophane bag (non-Stampin’ Up)
Measurements:
 Blushing Bride:
scrap (die cut), 2 7/8 x 2 7/8
 Real Red:
scraps (scalloped frame)
 Whisper White
6x3
 DSP:
12 x 12 , 3 ¼ x 3 ¼
 Window Sheet or cellophane bag: 7 x 3 ½
Instructions:
Pizza Box
1. Lay the second largest circle on top of the pizza box and run thru
die cutting machine. If you are using a cupcake, your circle framelit
will be a little smaller.
2. Using multi-purpose glue, adhere the 3 ¼ square of DSP on the
pizza box top (centering).
3. Reposition the circle framelit on top of the DSP and run thru the big
shot again.
4. Assemble the pizza box and set aside.

Cupcake / Candle Box
1. Cut the sheet of designer series paper down to 10 7/8 x 10 7/8
2. Score 3 5/8 on all sides (red lines)
3. On one side – score at 3 and 7 15/16 turn 90 degrees and score again at 3 and 7 15/16
(this will help create the flaps) (green lines)

4. Align the left score line (3 5/8) on the ¾ line of the trimmer.

5. Place the cutting blade at the 1 ¼ inch mark. Cut down to the 6 inch mark
6. Then align the right score line (3 5/8) to the ¾ mark (right side of the trimmer) and
repeat the cutting step

7. Connect the cutting lines by aligning the DSP at the 6 in and cut then move to the 1/ 14
and repeat.
8. Burnish all score lines
9. Cut on four score lines to make the flaps.

Your box should look like this

10. Score the window sheet at 3 ½ (the cellophane bag will have a score line already on it)
11. Apply strong adhesive around the window cut out (on the inside)
12. Line up the score line on the window sheet (or cellophane bag) with the score line on
the box. Press firmly.
13. Apply tear & tape to the outside of the flaps.
14. Assemble your box and embellish.
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